The Woodworker’s Journey  Concept to Creation
open thru February 23, Tue-Sun, 10 am-5 pm  (exc: closed 2/13)
Schaefer International Gallery  FREE admission!

This invitational exhibition features 25 artists from Hawai’i and the continental United States, with distinguished careers in woodworking. The combination of their ideas, materials, and know-how exemplifies functional and conceptual innovation.

Artists: Roger Asay & Rebecca Davis (AZ) • Joel Bright (HI) • Andy Buck (NV) • Robert Butts (HI) • Miriam Carpenter (PA) • Marcus Castaing (HI) • Michael Cullen (CA) • Shaun Fleming (HI) • Mats Fogelvik (HI) • Hank Gilpin (RI) • Katie Hudnall (IN) • Yuri Kobayashi (MD) • Tai Lake (HI) • Kristin LeVier (ID) • Ted Lott (MI) • Wendy Maruyama (CA) • Peter Naramore (HI) • Craig Nutt (TN) • Dean Pulver (NM) • Paul Schurch (CA) • Michael Patrick Smith (MI) • Koji Tanaka (CA) • Ricardo Vasquez (HI) • Alan Wilkinson (HI)

• ArtMix  Sat, Feb 1, 7-11 pm  (21+ event)  Details inside.
• Observe & Play Family Day  Sat, Feb 15, 10 am - 12 noon
This popular program brings families together to experience our world-class gallery, view the exhibit, and engage in hands-on art-making fun.  FREE!

Please remember us in your annual giving.
Maui Arts & Cultural Center is a nonprofit organization
contact: Sarah Mitchel-Block 808-243-4237  |  Sarah@MauiArts.org
or donate online at: MauiArts.org/AnnualFund

The exhibit, “The Woodworker’s Journey: Concept to Creation” is sponsored in part by Hawai‘i Tourism Authority through the Community Enrichment Program, and the County of Maui – Office of Economic Development.

Maui Arts & Cultural Center is a 503(c)3 nonprofit organization and Maui’s most comprehensive performing & visual arts center — inspiring people through personal & shared experiences of the arts.
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**ART=MIXX: ENCHANTED**  SPIRIT OF THE WOODS
Sat, Feb 1, 7-11 pm, Yokouchi Pavilion/Schefer Gallery  
Aligned with the art exhibit, “The Woodworker’s Journey,” the event features music by Beat Kitty, exotic sounds by Cudra Clover, a performance by Adaptations Dance Theater, art by Maui Art Life, and visuals by Astral Projection. Must be 21 or w/ID. FREE admission to ART=MIXX, VIP Lounge Access: $40 ticket

**THE BIG GAME**
Sun, Feb 2, 1:30 pm, Yokouchi Pavilion/Castle Theater  
Watch the game indoors on the big screen in the Castle Theater or on the courtyard on a high-tech LED screen ... or mix it up. Why shop for snacks? Who can find the meal? Come to the MACC and let us do all the work. There will be live music by Willie K, hot & cold beverages and food available for purchase, including full bar and food vendors. All ages welcome. FREE admission! Gates open 12 noon. Note: sorry but we cannot allow coolers, outside food/beverages, or tailgating.

**PANILO: STORIES & SONGS OF THE HAWAIIAN COWBOY**
Thu, Feb 6, 7:30 pm, Castle Theater  
Maui actor, playwright, and storyteller Moses Goods brings the fascinating history and legacy of the paniolo to the stage. The production includes both traditional and original songs and brings to life key moments in the evolution of a unique and fascinating history and legacy of the paniolo to the stage.

**ERIC GILLIOM: WHITE HAWAIIAN**  hana hou!
Fri-Sat, Feb 7-8, 7:30 pm, McCoy Studio Theater  
Maui actor and musician Eric Gilliom stars in an original one-man theatrical show, White Hawaiian, co-created by writer/director Brian Kohne. This collaboration was previously seen in the made-on Maui comedy film, Get a Job (2010), and as co-producers of the Barefoot Natives music/comedy duo with Willie K. In this new show, Eric explores identity through the lens of Hawaiian history, contemporary culture, and family. Tickets: $25, $35

**SPEAK – A KATHAK & TAP COLLABORATION**
Wed, Feb 12, 7:30 pm, Castle Theater  
Kathak dancer Rina Mehta, Rachna Nivas, and Dormeshia Sumory-Edwards of Leela Dance Collective (disciples of Chitresh Das) and tap dancer Michelle Dorrance (one of the most imaginative tap choreographers working today,) according to The New Yorker, join together in rhythmic improvisation. The performers are accompanied by Indian classical and jazz musicians. Tickets: $35, $50, $65, half-price kids 12 & under

**98 DEGREES**
Thu, Feb 13, 7:30 pm, Castle Theater  
note venue/time change  
This pop/contemporary quartet, comprised of Nick Lachey, Drew Lachey, Justin Jeffre, and Jeff Timmons, are known for their B&B-tinged four-part harmonies. They’ve achieved eight top-40 singles, including “Thank God I Found You.” “Because of You,” “I Do,” “The Hardest Thing,” “My Everything,” and “The Way You Want Me To,” plus a collaboration with Stevie Wonder on “True to Your Heart” for Disney’s Mulan. With special guest, Josh Tatof. Tickets: $49, $59, $79; Gold Circle $129

**ARTIST 2 ARTIST**
Fri, Feb 14, 7:30 pm, McCoy Studio Theater  
Henry Kapono and Johnny Valentine have brought his impressive vocal range and incredible guitar style to the stage alongside Bruno Mars (Johnny’s nephew), Arnel Pineda of Journey, Regina Belle, Martin Nievera, and local legends. For this edition of A2A, Johnny and Henry Kapono join up to let you enjoy your Valentine’s Day with romantic sounds! Tickets: $35, $45, $65

MACC members receive 10% discount on most MACC presentations

KŪKAHI 2020: KEALI’I REICHEL & HĀLUA KEALOA’KAMAILE
Feb 15-16: Sat 7:30 pm, Sun 2:00, 7:30 pm, Castle Theater  
Born and raised on Maui, Keali‘i Reichel has achieved phenomenal recognition in Hawaii and internationally — the winner of 19 Nā Hōkū Hananohao awards. His passion for the language and culture of Hawaii leads to concerts of fresh and exciting new compositions interspersed with traditional tunes from the centuries of Ireland and abroad. The music is “brimming with energy and creative zeal!” (Irish Music magazine)

Tickets: $35, $45; half-price kids 12 & under

**STARLIGHT NIGHT: CINEMA: ABOMINABLE**
Fri, Feb 21, 7:00 pm, A&B Amphitheater  

**WINTER POPS**
Sun, Feb 23, 7:30 pm, Castle Theater  
Celebrate the annual, grand finale of the Winter Pops Season with an orchestra that includes spectacular soloists, performance of the Los Angeles Philharmonic’s ¡Viva el Camino!, and a brand new work by the Children’s Chorus of the Pacific, all conducted by Musical Director David A. Ross.

Tickets: $22, $35, $50, $65, half-price kids 12/under

**Riders of the Liquid Plains**
Sun, Mar 1, 6:30 pm, McCoy Studio Theater  
Named Live Ireland’s Traditional Group of the Year and Chicago Irish News’ Group of the Year, Goitse have become a leader of the new generation of traditional Irish ensembles. The distinctive sound of this award-winning quintet lies in the quality of their own compositions interspersed with traditional tunes from the multitudes of Ireland and abroad. The music is “brimming with energy and creative zeal!” (Irish Music magazine)

Tickets: $35, $45; half-price kids 12 & under

**JOHN CRAIGIE**
Fri, Feb 28, 7:30 pm, McCoy Studio Theater  
Renowned for his eloquent Americana style, engaging live shows, and off-the-cuff clever observations, John Craigie carries on the legacy of classic singer-songwriters while blazoning a trail of his own. Recently, that trail twisted and turned into new territory for the Portland performer. His music speaks to both audiences and fellow artists. Tickets: $20, $25  
Prices increase day of show

**HAPA**
Sun, Mar 1, 6:30 pm, McCoy Studio Theater  
The original duo of Barry Flanagan and Keli‘i Kaneali‘i bring back the groundbreaking sound that established HAPA as one of the most recognized names in Hawaiian music. Tickets: $35, $45, $65

**JOHNNY VALENTINE & KEALI’I REICHEL**
Thu, Feb 13, 7:30 pm, Castle Theater  
The two most recognized names in Hawaiian music. Tickets: $35, $45, $65

**KEOLA & MOANALANI BEAMER**
Sun, Feb 23, 7:30 pm, Castle Theater  
Celebrate the annual, grand finale of the Winter Pops Season with an orchestra that includes spectacular soloists, performance of the Los Angeles Philharmonic’s ¡Viva el Camino!, and a brand new work by the Children’s Chorus of the Pacific, all conducted by Musical Director David A. Ross.

Tickets: $22, $35, $50, $65, half-price kids 12/under

**GOITSE**
Thu, Feb 27, 7:30 pm, Castle Theater  
Named Live Ireland’s Traditional Group of the Year and Chicago Irish News’ Group of the Year, Goitse have become a leader of the new generation of traditional Irish ensembles. The distinctive sound of this award-winning quintet lies in the quality of their own compositions interspersed with traditional tunes from the multitudes of Ireland and abroad. The music is “brimming with energy and creative zeal!” (Irish Music magazine)

Tickets: $35, $45; half-price kids 12 & under